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RoXi and the Blue Cats are a 5 piece blues / rock band turning up the heat with an eclectic, raunchy and dynamic mix of old and
new mainly blues / rock covers and original songs with shades of jazz, country or anything else with a blues vibe that takes their
fancy, their sound is a fusion that flies through soulful and intimate to searingly hot foot tapping tunes.
The debut album released on 28 August 2011 is a mix of covers and original tracks that reflect the diversity of their musical style.
REVIEWS
“Slick, down and dirty, but amazingly clean sounding, Roxi & The Blue Cats dish out the blues in a smooth, sexy, and even sultry
fashion…the way blues is meant to be. They sound gruff, beautifully brusque, and wonderfully thick on some tracks, but turn it all
around on the next track, coming off musically sharp and held together with an attractive barroom charm. To say the least, Roxi and
the Blues Cats is a truly great blues album. Lovers of the blues, especially the British Blues, will appreciate everything they hear on
these tracks. The covers are well done, with style, and the band exudes a sincere blues sound on the originals. Most of all, the blues
sound doesn't have to be looked for on each track: it's there instantly. The band has a unique chemistry of getting across their sound
without doling out much effort. Blues lovers will notice this right away, and will get hooked after the first listen.”
— Mike DeGagne, All Music Guide / ReviewYou

"Tracks such as the Willie Dixon classic "Built for Speed," feature a classic Blues ostinato bass-groove, doubled in the guitar, that
lays down the main foundation for the vocals and guitar solo to build upon. Vocalist and bandleader Roxi digs deep into her blues
vocal palette to deliver one of her finest performances on the record. There is one moment near the end of the track when the drums
line up with her vocal punches, driving the words into the listeners psyche and showcasing the band's ability to lock up on the time
and dig deep into the pocket. As well, lead guitarist Martin Ellins puts down one of his best solos of the album on this track, alongside
the slow blues number "Ball and Chain," which reminds one of Jimmy Page's groove on "Since I've Been Loving You" and Stevie
Ray Vaughan's slow blues classic "Tin Pan Alley."” — Matthew Warnock, Editor in Chief for Guitar International
Magazine, ReviewYou
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